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Mathematics 30 (1991) t-14. 
A mixed-integer programming formulation is given for the problem of scheduling the movements 
of a collection of convoys along a road. Each convoy has a fixed speed and a given length; it can- 
not leave its origin before a given ready-time and it cannot reach its destination after a given 
deadline. This problem is NP-complete as can be seen easily. A heuristic approach based on tabu 
search is described. Computational results are presented for problems having up to 50 convoys. 
Keywords: Traffic, transportation , tabu search, time-windows, task scheduling. 
1. Introduction 
In many circumstances, movements of various convoys along the same road have 
to be planned in order to avoid traffic jams and hence delays. This happens for in- 
stance in miiitary applications where several convoys have to be moved from their 
standpoints to new bases (as fast as possibIe, without any stop along the way). One 
may imagine similar situations for instance in an airport where luggage from dif- 
ferent flights has to be moved along a common automated transportation system 
to different places where passengers can pick it up. In order to reduce the risk of 
confusion, one tries to keep together luggage from a single flight (thus forming a 
“convoy of luggage”). 
A complete description of the problem is given in Section 2 with a formulation 
based on graphs and on a mixed-integer programming problem; considerations 
about its complexity follow. 
In Section 3 we describe the application of a tabu search technique and compare 
it with a mixed-integer programming method. FinaIly, computational results are 
discussed in Section 4. 
All graph-theoretical terms not defined here can be found in Berge [I]. 
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2. Convoys scheduling problem: formuIation 
The convoy scheduling problem can be expressed as follows: A certain number 
n of convoys (groups of vehicles) have to travel along the same road to reach fixed 
destinations, which may be distant from this road; their length and speed depend 
on the type and number of vehicles in the convoy; therefore, they may be quite dif- 
ferent. 
The movements are subject to two main constraints: each convoy has to leave its 
departure point during an imposed time interval and, on the other hand, an impor- 
tant requirement is that convoys are not allowed to pass or cross each other along 
the road. 
The problem is to schedule these movements, i.e., to determine a departure time 
for each convoy, such that the above constraints are satisfied and the total time 
needed is minimized. 
Each convoy i is characterized by 6 parameters: 
l ri: length, 
l wi: basic speed (w,>O or w,<O); we define ui= Iwilt 
l g: point where convoy i enters the road, 
l ti: point where convoy i leaves the road, 
l [d;, ul]: “time-window” of convoy i; 
~2: is the earliest departure time of the head of convoy i from its departure point 
and ~i the latest arrival time of the tail of convoy i at its destination. 
Let us call “in-time” the time when the head of the convoy enters the road and 
“out-time” the time when the tail of the convoy leaves it. 
C(X, y) is defined as the distance between points x and y (c(x, y)~ 0). 
tAi is the time needed by convoy i to move from its departure point to si and t,i 
the time needed to move from ti to its destination. 
From this, we define ai = ai - tLi - (Cj + C(Si, ?i))/U; as the latest “in-time”; di= 
d;+ lAi as the earliest “in-time”. 
The interval [sj, ti] associated with convoy i will be denoted 1,. 
~i~~~~~~in~ ~ ~t~~~is 
For a first approach of the problem, we assume that convoys never stop before 
they reach their destination. 
Speed variations 
Vehicles may have to move on different kinds of roads such as highways, moun- 
tain roads, snow-covered roads. Clearly, their speed cannot remain constant, To 
take this constraint into account, a coefficient is associated with every road portion 
to correct the basic speeds if necessary; the effective speed of a convoy is equal to 
a given percentage of its basic speed. 
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But, instead of multiplying speeds by this coefficient, we divide the length of the 
intervals by the same coefficient. Therefore, we can assume that convoys move with 
constant speeds. 
An important question is: What happens at a point where there is a change of 
speed? To answer this question, we shall assume that convoys move with the speed 
associated with the road interval they are traversing; therefore, their length will vary 
(increase if the convoy accelerates or else decrease); another hypothesis would be 
that the length of each convoy remains constant and vehicles of the group have to 
adapt their speed. 
It can easily be seen that the time needed by a convoy to traverse any given point 
of the road depends only on its length and on its speed as it enters the road. 
Formulation 
As convoys may move in opposite directions, it is necessary to define an orienta- 
tion of the road (the axis). 
TWO convoys i and k will interact if Z,fl Zk#0. Let US denote by Zik = [~ik, tik] 
(Sik 5 tik 3 i<k) the above intersection (when it is nonempty, that means: 
maX(.Si, ti) I min(s,&, tk) and max(sk, tk) 2 I&l(Si, ti)). One should observe here that if 
Z;k reduces to one point, it is considered to be nonempty. 
Our problem (P) consists in determining the departure time for the head of each 
convoy i in such a way that the latest arrival time z is as small as possible and that 
requirements mentioned before are taken into account. We can formulate (P) as 
follows (M is an arbitrary large number and the convoys are numbered in such a 
way that if i<j, W,S Wj): 
Min z (2.1) 
s.t. 
Xi + (C(Si, ti) + ll)/Ui + tLi I 2, (i= l,...,n) 
d;SXiIai, (i = 1, . . ..n) 
(C(sk, sik) + Zl()/uk - C(si, sik)/ui - M 
I xi-Xk_Myik 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
5 C(sk, tik)/uk - (C(si, tik) + Zi)/uj 
for all i<k with either 0< W;l wk Or Wil wk<O, (2.4a) 
(C(sk, tik) + Zk)/vk - C(si, fik)/ui -M 
Ix;-Xk-My;k 
5 C(sk, sik)/uk - (C(si, sik) + Zi)/u, 
for all i<kwith w;<O<wk, (2.4b) 
yik = O or 1 for all i, k (2.5) 
In this formulation, Xi is the in-time of convoy i and the binary variables _vik are 
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defined for all pairs i, k of convoys with i< k and lik#O, We have at most 
2n + + n(n - I) constraints, PE + 1 continuous variables and, at most j-n(n - 1) binary 
variables. 
Constraints (2.2) express that the arrival time to ri of the tail of each convoy i is 
at most z. The “time-window” [dj,a;] for the in-time Xi is translated in (2.3). The 
real departure time is given by xi- tAi. 
Let us now interpret constraints (2.4a), (2.4b) and (2.5): for each pair of convoys 
i< k, 4 cases may occur: 
(1) both move in the positive direction: Sj< ti and sk< tk, 
(2) they move in opposite directions with Si<fi and Sk> tk, 
(3) both move in the negative direction: si> ti and sk>fk, 
(4) they move in OppOSite directions with Sj> fi and sk<tk. 
In cases (1) and (3), convoys cannot pass each other while in cases (2) and (4) a 
crossing must be avoided. 
We shall set yik = 1 if convoy i traverses Iik after convoy k and yjk = 0 otherwise. 
Clearly such variables yik satisfy (2.4a) and (2.4b): 
- If yjk= 1, the second inequality holds trivially in both cases and the first one 
becomes in (2.4a): 
Xj + c(sj, Sjk)/uj 2 Xk f (c(sk, sjk) f /k)/uk. (2.6a) 
This means that the tail of the faster convoy k must leave sik at the latest when the 
head of the slower convoy i reaches Sj~. The difference between cases (1) and (2) is 
that in the first case the faster convoy enters the common interval at .sik while in the 
second one it leaves the common interval at this point. The first inequality of (2.4b) 
becomes: 
xii c($, ~j~)/uj 2 Xk + (c(skl fjk) $ fk)/@k 1 (2&b) 
The interpretation remains valid, provided it is taken into account that the slower 
convoy i enters the common interval at t;k and leaves it at Sik; therefore, it is suffi- 
cient to replace Sjk by tik in the constraints and in the interpretation. 
- If yjk=O, the first inequality holds trivially in both cases and the second one 
becomes in (2.4a): 
xi + (c(si, fi&) + lj)/t>j 5 xk f c(sit ~j~)/~k. (2.7a) 
It means that the tail of the slower convoy i must leave tjk at the latest when the 
head of the faster convoy k reaches this point. As before, if we replace 1, by $;k we 
obtain: 
x; i (@j, s;k) + &%i 4: & + c(sk, $&$. 
The interpretation is similar. 
(2.7b) 
Problem (P) can be viewed as finding a placement of parallelograms Pi in a 
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Fig. 1. 
space-time diagram. The time is given on the horizontal axis and the distance from 
an origin on the road is represented on a vertical axis. The area occupied by each 
convoy i is a parallelogram Pi. (x, t) E P, if and only if convoy i is going through 
point x on the road at time t. Furthermore, we have the following: 
(1) Each P, lies between two vertical lines 
t = czi and t=d, 
and it can be translated in a direction parallel to the time axis. This corresponds to 
changing the departure time of the convoy. (Its projection Z, on the space axis (ver- 
tical axis in Fig. 1) does not change with the translations.) 
(2) PiI7 Pj=O for i#+j (no overlap). 
(3) The length z (i.e., the length of the interval [O,z] on the time axis) of a rec- 
tangular box containing all Pi is as small as possible. 
It is now clear that any feasible solution to (P) corresponds to a feasible solution 
of (2.1)-(2.5). From the position of the parallelograms we can deduce the values of 
variables yik (for Pi, Pk with i<k which are both met by some horizontal line, we 
set yjk= 1 if Pi is on the right of Pk or _vjk=O otherwise). 
It remains to show that any feasible solution of (2.1)-(2.5) gives a feasible solu- 
tion of (P). 
For this purpose, we consider the intervals Z, = [si, t;] if wj>O (or [ti,si] if w;<O) 
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on the space axis. Let G = (I, E) be the intersection graph of the intervals Ii: each 
node i in I corresponds to an interval Ii and nodes i, k are linked by an edge (i, k} 
if ZjfI 1, f 0. G is an interval graph [I]. 
Let us now associate with G an oriented graph G’with the same nodes. Now, each 
edge {i, k} with i< k is replaced by an arc (i, k) with length: 
/- (c(sj, tjk) + lJ/ui - c(+, ljk)/uk, if either 0 < wi 5 wk or 
1, = 
i 
Wil Wk<O, 
(4% Sik) + wuj - 4% ‘%A/%, if wi<O< wk, 
and an arc (k,i) with Length 
( 
(c(s~,s,) + lic)/uk - c(s,,sik)/ui, if either 0 < wi c= wk or 
I,/ I= WiI Wk, 
(c(+, tjk) + fk)/uk-c(sk, tjk)/l);, if wj < O < wk. 
Now finding a feasible solution to (P) can be interpreted as follows: 
(a) Construct a graph G* from G by selecting for each edge {i, k) of G exactly 
one of the arcs (Z, k), (k, i) in such a way that G* has no oriented triangle. 
(b) Find values xi associated with the nodes of G* which satisfy (2.2) and 
_Xj-Xi L lc for each (i,j) of G”. (2.8) 
Value xi will clearly be the in-time for convoy i. Each arc (i,j) corresponds to a pair 
of convoys i, j using a common interval. Constraints (2.8) simply express that the 
convoys do not bump into each other or pass each other. 
Clearly G* must not contain any oriented triangle: if there were a triangle on 
nodes i, j, k this would mean that convoys i, j, k use a common interval Iijk of road 
and convoy i traverses it before convoy j, convoy j traverses it before convoy k, 
while convoy k traverses it before convoy i, which is impossible. 
Conversely, one observes that (a) and (b) define a feasible solution of (P). We 
only have to notice that we cannot have any contradiction in the ordering of convoys 
on common road intervals. The reason is that if G* has no oriented triangle, it can- 
not have any circuit at all; this holds because an interval graph is triangulated [I] 
(every cycle of at least four edges has at least one chord). This implies that if G* 
has a circuit, it also has an oriented triangle. 
Proposition 2.1. There is a one-to-one correspondence between the feasible solu- 
tions of (P) and the feasible solutions of (2.1)-(2.5). 
Proof. We have just shown that feasible solutions of (P) correspond to solutions 
of (a)-(b). 
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Any feasible solution of (a)-(b) will satisfy (2.2)-(2.5): 
_ if arc (i, k) with i < k is in G *, we set yjk = 0, and 
- if arc (k, i) with i < k is in G*, we set y;k = 1. 
We verify that (2.4) holds. 
It is sufficient to show that any feasible solution of (P) (with integral values of 
all variables yjk) does not induce any oriented triangle in G*. 
So assume we have an oriented triangle in G* formed by arcs (i,j), (j, k), (k, i). 
We have several cases to consider according to the values of wi, wj, wk. 
Consider for instance the case where wi < 0 < Wj< Wk (so we have i < j< k and 
hence rjj=O, yjk=O, y;k = l), constraints (2.4) give the following: 
Xi-Xi ~ C(Sj, Sij)/Vj- [C(S;, Sij) + f;]/V;, (2.9) 
Xj-X/, I C(sk, tjk)/Vk- [C(sj, tjk) f b]/Vjt (2.10) 
X,-Xi 5 C(sl, tjk)/“i- [C(sk, tjk) f [k]/“ks (2.11) 
Since there are edges [i, j], [j, k] and [i, k] in the interval graph G, there exists a point 
p on the road with P E IQ n Ijk n I&. From (2.9) we obtain (for any prs;,) 
x; + 
4% P) + l; 
5x;+ 
C(Si, Sij) + lj 
~ Xjf 
C(sj, sij) 
~IXj+ 
c(sj, P) 
“1 Vi “j Vj 
From (2.10) we get for any p I tjk 
XJ + 
c($P)+I, _ 
- XjS 
C(sj, tjk) + $ C(P, $k) C(sk, ‘jk) C(Pt tjk) 
-p<Xk+p-p 
“j Oj “j “k “k 
C(Sk, tJk) 
<Xk-tp- 
C(P, tjk) c(sk, P) 
~ =Xk+ ~ 
“k “k “k 
(because “k = / wk 1 2 1 Wj 1 = Uj). 
Combining these inequalities, we obtain 
a;=x;+ 
c(sj* P) + li 
<Xk+ 
c(sk, P) 
-E@.k forsij(pltjk. (2.12) 
“i “k 
Now from (2.11) we obtain for any p I tik 
C(sk, P) + lk C(Sk, fik) + 1, c(P, t;k) 
xk+ =Xk+ 
-~ 
“k “k “k 
C(S;, lik) C(P, tik) 
5x;+ ~ - ~ 
“, vk 
which gives 
5 xi+ 
c(si> t;k) C(% P) 
~ IX,+ ~ 
“i v; ’ 
&=xk-t 
c(sk > P) + [k C(S;, P) 
5x;+ ~ s pi for p 5 tik. 
“k “i 
(2.13) 
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Combining (2.12) and (2.13) we get for the p defined above 
which is a contradiction. The other cases of triangles can be examined in the same 
way; one verifies that a contradiction is obtained in all cases. Hence G* has no 
oriented triangle and consequently no oriented circuit. This ends the proof. cl 
Notice that even if all speeds wi are equal, the problem remains difficult; the 
same holds if time-windows are removed (the problem can be assimilated to a one- 
machine problem with set up times). 
Remark about the tomplexiry of this problem 
The traffic problem considered here is NP-complete; this can be seen easily by 
reduction of the one-processor sequencing problem with due dates and ready-times. 
Given a collection of n jobs 1, . . . . n with ready-time rj, due date U” and process- 
ing time Pj for job j, does there exist a feasible schedule on one processor? The 
problem is known to be NP-complete (see 121). It reduces to a traffic problem as 
follows: each job corresponds to one convoy; all convoys have the same entry point 
and the same exit point. The ready-time rj is the earliest departure time and dj the 
latest arrival time for convoy j. All convoys have the same speed u. The length of 
convoy j is $= u ppj. It is easy to see that there is a feasible solution to the one- 
processor scheduling problem if and only if the convoy problem has a feasible solu- 
tion. (Here in the graph-theoretical formulation, the intersection graph is a complete 
graph.) 
3. Tabu and MIP 
As we have two different formulations of the problem, it seems judicious to apply 
two different methods to compare the results obtained. The first one simply uses 
a mixed-integer programming package (XMP) to solve (F). The second one is based 
on the graph-theoretical approach and uses the iterative technique tabu: Tabu is a 
search technique used for movin, = step by step towards the minimum value of an 
objective function in a set X of feasible solutions. A special feature consists in the 
construction of a list T of tabu moves. The reason for this list is to exclude moves 
which would bring us back where we were at some previous iteration and keep us 
trapped in a local minimum. 
The basic idea is to start from a certain feasible solution s in X (the set of feasible 
solutions). We generate a collection of moves m from s (which are not in the tabu 
list). We perform the best move rn’ from s to get to a new solution s’. This move 
is made whether s’ is better than s (i.e., f(s’) <f(s)) or not. The tabu list jfis updated 
(the oldest move is removed from T and the reverse of pn’ is introduced into Tin 
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case 1 TI is constant). We keep track of the best solution s* obtained so far and we 
update it if f(s’) <_I@*). 
This process is then repeated from s’. We continue the iterations until we reach 
a stopping condition; for instance we may get a solution s’ such that f(Y) is equal 
to a known lower bound f, off on X. Or we may stop when a fixed number nbmax 
of iterations have been performed without improving f(s*). 
Sometimes, giving a tabu status to a move may be a much too strong way of 
preventing cycling (solutions which have not been visited earlier may be forbidden). 
Therefore it is desirable to cancel the tabu status of a move in some cases. We may 
for instance define an clspiration function A(z) which keeps track of the best value 
f(s’) obtained so far in a move from a solution s withf(s) =z. So if f(s’)<A (f(s)), 
we may accept the move m from s to s’ even though it is a tabu move. 
Data: 
Definitions: 
X= set of feasible solutions 
f( ) = objective function 
nb_max: maximum number of iterations allowed without any improvement 
nb_iter: number of the current iteration 
best_iter: number of the iteration which has given the last improvement 
A( ): aspiration function 
Problem: Find x (xEX) s.t. f(x) is minimum. 
Algorithm: 
Initialisation: generate a random solution s (SEX) 
nb_iter := 0; 
best_iter := 0; 
A(u) := u - 1 for each integer u 
choose an arbitrary tabu list T 
while nb_iter ~ best_iter < nb_max 
- generate neighbours S, of s with move (S + s,) $ T 
or with f(s,)~A(integer(f(s))) 
or with f(s,) 5 current best value 
(as soon as we get an s, better than the best obtained so far or with Js,)sA(integer(f(s))) we 
stop the generation) 
- let s’ be the best neighbour generated 
- update tabu list: T:= (T-oldest tabu move) U [s’+s] 
- if f(Y) 5 A(integer(f(s))) then A(integer(f(s))) =f(s’) - 1 
- if f(Y)<.&) then update current best value and best_iter: best_iter:= nb_iter 
- s:=s’ 
- nb_iter := nb_iter + 1 
end while 
Remark. First, the objective functionf= “distance to feasibility” is optimized untilf(s) =0, i.e., a feasi- 
ble solution has been found; then, we continue the tabu search and the main objective function of the 
problem is minimized. 
Fig. 2. General tabu search technique. 
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A detailed version of tabu search is given in Fig. 2. For further comments about 
this technique, the reader is referred to [3,4]. 
To apply this technique it is important to define precisely what are a solution and 
its neighborhood; they are described below. 
Two virtual nodes have been added to the graph G* previously defined: a and o 
and the arcs (a, i) and (i, o), i= 1, . . . , n; the weight of (a,i) is equal to d, and that 
of (i,o) is equal to the time needed by convoy i to reach its destination: 
(C(Si, t,) + f,)/Vf + tri. 
We first note that if, for one conflicting pair of convoys i and k, we have 
di+li, > ak, 
then every feasible solution of (P) must not contain arc (i,k), which we call for- 
bidden. 
Let us define a solution of (P) by a permutation of the convoys: no(i) is the posi- 
tion of convoy i within the permutation. The associated graph G* is defined by the 
set of arcs (i,j) of G’ whose ne(i)<n&), and necessarily contains no circuit. 
Clearly, if arc (i,k) is forbidden, we must have no(i)>no(k). The neighborhood 
of a solution will be defined as the permutations obtained by reversing one pair of 
convoys. 
To compute the value of the cost function, we only have to search the longest path 
from a to o in the graph. 
It should be observed that the neighbor solution s’ generated by the algorithm 
may not always satisfy the “time-windows” contraints. 
Moreover in some cases it may be very difficult to find such a solution; that is 
why an auxiliary objective function has been introduced and minimized before the 
main one: the distance to feasibility which is equal to: 
i& max(O, depart(i) -a(i)). 
Furthermore, for the main objective function, a feasible neighbor solution will 
always be considered as better than an infeasible one. 
4. Computational results 
To compare the methods, 50 problems of size 10, 20, 30, 40 and 50 (10 of each) 
have been randomly generated as follows: 
l f,: between 0 and 100, 
l Vi: 20, 30 or 40, 
l s,: between 0 and 100, 
l ti: between si and 100. 
d; and ai have been generated in order to obtain a feasible solution: 
Table 1 
Size no. Known sol XMP sol Tabu sol Sol rat XMP time Tabu time Time rat 
- 
IO 0 13.16281 13.14051 > 12.59810 
10 1 10.71798 10.47954 10.47950 
10 2 13.93152 13.79806 13.79810 
10 3 10.36657 10.29872 10.29870 
10 4 9.54384 9.5191% 9.51918 
10 5 11.01188 10.82601 10.82600 
10 6 12.53348 12.40849 12.40850 
10 7 13.70399 13.68444 13.68440 
10 8 7.87697 7.84015 7.84016 
10 9 13.22813 13.16405 13.16410 
20 0 26.58465 26.56235 > 25.99770 
20 1 26.74990 26.68205 26.68200 
20 2 21 so355 21.44268 21.29270 
20 3 25.28732 25.26777 25.26780 
20 4 19.40016 19.36336 > 19.33610 
20 5 26.62859 26.50164 26.50160 
20 6 29.90042 29.89738 29.89740 
20 I 32.06788 32.05703 32.05700 
20 8 23.17569 23.09286 23.09280 
20 9 31.36508 31.33933 31.33930 
30 0 43.88152 43.85922 > 43.49550 
30 1 27.26188 27.23722 27.23720 
30 2 34.56864 34.54909 34.54910 
30 3 33.26353 33.13659 33.13660 
30 4 44.75427 44.74342 > 44.71350 
30 5 29.58402 29.50119 29.50120 
30 6 43.05211 43.03917 > 43.02640 
30 I 43.34239 43.30788 43.30790 
30 8 37.46178 - 37.41680 
30 9 30.95 120 30.87526 30.87530 
40 0 55.71657 55.69426 > 55.64870 
40 1 46.87899 - 46.85940 
40 2 37.28020 37.24339 37.24340 
40 3 54.50955 54.50651 54.50650 
40 4 52.14841 52.12267 52.12270 
40 s 45 28406 45.27109 45.27110 
40 6 49.14989 - 49.70490 
40 7 37.13952 37.06358 37.06360 
40 8 43.06507 42.95501 42.95500 
40 9 44.42740 44.37888 44.37890 
50 0 65.24384 65.22154 > 65.17600 
50 1* 52.13646 - 52.07240 
50 2 61.62927 - 67.62620 
50 3* 54.08174 - 54.05600 
50 4 57.66857 57.65560 57.65560 
50 5* 61.45953 - 61.38360 
50 6 57.85723 - 57.84680 
50 7 47.64407 - 47.58740 
50 8 54.69791 54.63456 > 54.62460 
50 9 59.11549 59.09328 59.09330 
1.04305 00:03.22 
1.00000 00:02.99 
1 .Ooooo 00:04.20 
1.00000 00:03.06 
1 .ooooo 00:02.64 
1 .ooooo 00:05.10 
1 .ooooo 00:03.03 
1 .OOOOO O&03.63 
1 .oOoOo O&02.68 
l.OOoOO 00:02.43 
1.02172 00:17.91 
1 .ooooo 00:09.66 
1.00704 00:10.01 
1 .ooooo 00: 10.73 
1.00141 00:07.04 
1 .ooooo 00:07.57 
1 .oooOo 00:06.72 
1 .OOooo 00:15.93 
1.00000 00:13.17 
1 .ooooo 00: 10.93 
I .00836 00:16.16 
i .~OOO~ O&21.52 
l.OoOOO 00:13.82 
1.00000 00:13.14 
1.00067 ~:27.08 
1 .oOooo 00:34.25 
1.00030 01:31.38 
1.00000 00: 11.28 
1 I 00000 
1.00082 
1 .oOoOO 
1 .ooooo 
1 .ooooO 
1 .OOOoo 
1.~~ 
1 .OOOOO 
1 .OOooo 
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Fig. 3. 
The first convoy is assumed to have an in-time of 0. Convoy 2i - I has an in-time 
of 0, unless it conflicts with a previously generated convoy, in which case the in-time 
is moved in the positive direction in order to “resolve” the conflict. 
Convoy 2i’s in-time is generated as above, except that the in-time is moved in the 
negative direction in case of conflict. 
(Thus, there exists a feasible solution: 
n...42135...n-1 (n iseven)). 
Finally, dj (respectively LIi) was generated as the in-time obtained above minus 
(respectively plus) a randomly generated value between 0 and 1. 
Experiments were run on a VAX 8600. 
The results obtained are summarized in Table 1 and Figs. 3 and 4. 
For tabu, every neighbor {in the sense defined above) of the current solutjon has 
been generated and evaluated. A tabu list of length ITj = number of convoys was 
kept. The tabu status of a move (permutation of two convoys) was ignored if it led 
to a feasible solution (this is in fact the aspiration function used). Nbmax, the max- 
imum number of iterations to be performed without any improvement of the best 
solution, was fixed to nbmax=2*number of convoys. 
We note that XMP did not find any feasible solution in problems (30,8), (40, I)% 
(40, 61, (50,2), (SO, 6) and (SO, 7) and the problem was too large (too many conflicts) 
in (50, l), (50, 3) and (50, 5). 
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Fig. 4. 
In all cases except (50, S), tabu was faster than XMP and in 8 cases found a 
significantly better solution. It is probable that the particular structure of the prob- 
lems does not suit to XMP and comparisons with a “custom-made” MIP-code 
would be interesting. 
Anyway, it seems obvious that tabu can be efficiently applied to this kind of prob- 
lem and is more adaptable to treat a generalized version of the convoy scheduling 
problem which will be developed in a near future. 
Conclusion 
In this paper we have given two different formulations of the problem of schedul- 
ing movements of several convoys on the same road: the first one is based on mixed- 
integer programming and another based on graphs. The application of a tabu search 
technique has been described and its performances have been compared with those 
of a mixed-integer programming package. 
It turns out that the tabu technique is efficient and can be used rather safely to 
get a good solution in a reasonable amount of time. In the future, the model will 
be extended to accommodate additional constraints (like stops allowed on the road). 
While the mixed-integer programming formulation looks more complicated, it is 
hoped that the tabu technique will be able to provide good solutions. 
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